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IN THE COURT OF SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE (M),

BILASIPARA.

                                            

                                           GR 279 OF 2013

      U/S 498(A) I.P.C.

STATE OF ASSAM.....................................................PROSECUTION SIDE.

      -Versus-

MD. MANDAL SHEIKH.......................................................DEFENCE SIDE.

PRESENT: - SMTI JUMA SINHA, AJS

Sub Divisional Judicial Magistrate (M),

Bilasipara.

COUNSELS:

FOR the Prosecution:-SRI SOHRAB ALI SHEIKH, Ld. APP.

FOR the Defence:-SRI SHAH NAWAZ HUSSAIN & SRI MOHIBUL ISLAM,

Ld. Counsels.              

EVIDENCE recorded on:-10.04.19 & 21.05.19

STATEMENT DEFENCE recorded on:-22.10.19.

ARGUMENT heard on:-21.11.19.

JUDGMENT delivered on:–30.11.19.

                                           

 J U D G M E N T

1. THE PROSECUTION STORY as unfolded by the ejahar filed on

22.06.13 by Smti Maya Begum is that accused married her 18 years

back  taking  cash  money,  ornaments  etc.  from  her  father.  Since

marriage the accused started torturing her demanding money from her

brother and uncle. The matter was informed to local clubs and mahila

samiti whereby many times meeting were held but accused continued

torturing her. On 20.06.13 the accused tied her hands and legs and

then assaulted on different parts of her body with lathi causing serious

injuries and then drove her to her maternal home. Hence, she filed this

case.
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2. On receipt of the FIR, Bilasipara P.S Case No.568/13 u/s 498(A)

I.P.C. was registered and investigated into. Subsequently charge sheet

was filed u/s 498(A) IPC against the accused.

3. After receipt of Charge-sheet cognizance was taken against the

charge  sheeted  accused  under  above-mentioned  section  and  on

appearance of the accused and then after compliance with S.207 Cr.P.C

and on hearing ld. Counsels for both sides, formal charge u/s 498(A)

I.P.C was framed which was read over and explained to the accused to

which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.

4.                                Points for Determination

I. Whether  the  accused  being  the  husband  of  informant

subjected  her  to  cruelty  demanding  dowry  and  thereby

committed an offence punishable u/s 498(A) I.P.C?

5. To bring home the charge the Prosecution side examined 6(six)

witnesses and then statement of accused was recorded u/s 313 Cr.P.C

where  he  took  the  plea  of  complete  denial  and  denied  to  adduce

evidence.

6. Heard ld. Counsels for both sides. Perused evidences on record.

My decisions with reasons on the above framed points are as follows:-

                    DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREON

7. On perusal of evidence on record it is found that PW1 Smti Maya

Begum is the informant as well as the sole victim; PW2 Smti Amena

Bewa is the mother of PW1; PW3 Sri Mojab Ali is brother of PW1; PW4

Sri Abdur Rahman is the co-villager of the parties; PW5 Sri Banjit Ujir is

one I/O; and PW6 Dr. Rabial Hoque is the M.O.

Here,  evidence  of  independent  witness  PW4 cannot  be

considered as lending support to Prosecution, being wholly hearsay. 

Coming to victim PW1,  she deposed that about 25 years back

she was married to accused. Accused used to assault and torture her

demanding money and when she was 5 months pregnant accused tied
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her hands and assaulted her with lathi on 20.06.13 and drove her out

whereby she took shelter at the house of Smti Momtaz Begum and filed

this case on 22.06.13. At last her husband demanded Rs.10,000/- but

her father failed to fulfil the demand and drove her out on 20.06.13.

She visited doctor. 

This evidence of PW1 that accused used to assault and torture

her  demanding  money whereby lastly  on  20.06.13 he  tied  her  and

assaulted  her  and then  drove  her  out,  finds  corroboration  from the

evidence of her mother  PW2  who deposed that on 20.05.2006 PW1

was married to accused. PW1 had conjugal life for 8/10 years. Accused

used to assault PW1 demanding money and one day drove her out

about 8 years back after assaulting her in tied condition. Her brother

PW3  also corroborated PW1 by deposing that  about  25 years back

PW1 was married to accused. Accused used to assault PW1 demanding

money whereby once he gave one cow and some money to accused

but accused demanded more money. On 20.06.13 accused assaulted

PW1 in pregnant condition by tying her whereby he went there getting

information and found PW1 senseless. PW1 was taken to hospital.  

Accused torturing and assaulting PW1 demanding money and

then lastly on 20.06.13 accused assaulted PW1 by tying her, is found

well corroborated. Here Ld. Defence counsel argued that in FIR PW1 did

not state the exact amount of demand and in evidence she stated that

Rs.10,000/- was lastly demanded whereas her mother and brother also

did not depose about the exact amount demanded, raising doubt. In

my considered opinion this argument does not hold good as FIR need

not include minute details and statement that there was demand in FIR

is  sufficient  and  subsequent  disclosure  of  the  amount  in  evidence

cannot be doubted for that reason. Mere omission to state the exact

amount  by  the  family  members  of  the  victim  cannot  make  their

evidence fully unreliable, more so when the demand is a continuous

process. 

Ld. Defence Counsel also submitted that victim PW1 stated that

she took shelter at the house of a lady after being lastly assaulted in

pregnant condition and driven out whereas her brother PW3 deposed
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that he found PW1 in senseless condition but this statement of PW3

that he found PW1 senseless and of both these PWs that PW1 was

pregnant  at  that  time,  appears  to  mere  exaggeration  for  not  being

even  reflected  in  medical  report,  intended  to  make  the  allegation

serious, not striking at the root of the Prosecution version which is that

the  accused  lastly  on  20.06.13  assaulted  PW1  after  tying  her  by

demanding money. 

Nothing material brought out in cross-examination of the victim

and  her  family  members  shaking  their  version  in  material  aspects.

Rather victim PW1 had been very consistent in her cross-examination

where  she  clearly  stated  that  she  went  to  doctor  on  next  day  of

occurrence which finds corroboration from  PW6 M.O   who deposed

that on 21.06.13 when he was posted as Medical Officer Ayurved at

Lakhiganj State Dispensary then on that day at 7 PM he examined PW1

who appeared with history of assault and found swelling and redness

over left arm (10 cm x 5 cm x 0.5 cm) and redness over abdomen left

flank (2 cm x 1 cm) where the injuries were fresh and caused by blunt

object. 

Accordingly  cumulative reading of  entire  evidence shows that

PW1 married accused whereby accused used to torture her demanding

money and lastly on 20.06.13 accused assaulted her causing injuries

and drove her out of her matrimonial house, attracting offence u/s 498-

A IPC.

8. Accordingly in view of above discussion I am of the opinion that

Prosecution has been able to  prove charge against  the accused u/s

498-A IPC. However, considering the nature of offence I am not inclined

to grant benefit of Probation of Offenders Act.

Hence, heard the accused on point of sentence where he stated

that he is innocent.

Keeping in view all circumstance, accused Md. Mondal Sheikh is

convicted with RI for 6 months and fine of Rs.1000/- u/s 498-A IPC i/d of

fine another RI for 10 days. 
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Furnish a free copy of judgment to the convict forthwith.

Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this the 30th day

of November, 2019.

                                                                         (Smti. Juma Sinha)

                                                                         SDJM (M), Bilasipara.
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APPENDIX

Prosecution Witnesses:-

PW.1:- Smti Maya Begum

PW.2:- Smti Amena Bewa

PW.3:- Sri Mojab Ali

PW.4:- Sri Abdur Rahim

PW.5:- Sri Banjit Ujir

PW.6:- Dr. Rabiul Hoque

Prosecution Exhibits:-

Ext.1:- FIR

Ext.2:- Medical Report

Defence Witnesses & Exhibits:-

Nil

Court Witnesses:-

Nil

                                                                    (Smti. Juma Sinha)

                                                                   SDJM (M), Bilasipara.
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